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(UDMC) program. In 2020, Utah was designated a defense manufacturing community by the U.S.
Department of Defense Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) under the FY21
Defense Manufacturing Community Support Program (DMCSP). As part of the UDMC, Utah committed
to develop an investible plan for the qualification and certification of advanced materials for the use in
the production of commercial and USAF aircraft. This document is that plan.
About UAMMI
The Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) is a public-private partnership with
the mission to elevate the advanced materials and advanced manufacturing industry in Utah.
About NEXA Advisors
NEXA Advisors provides corporate and strategic financial advisory services to the aerospace,
transportation, logistics and homeland security sectors. We work with outstanding companies and
management teams currently positioned to benefit from emerging factors driving sector transformation.
We seek opportunities that will eventually lead to high-growth public market offerings and /or
acquisitions at public multiples. NEXA’s investment banking projects have secured funding for major
capital programs including critical FAA infrastructure such as ADS-B, which replaced standard radar
technology. Further, NEXA has direct experience securing federal loan guarantees for worthy programs.
About Weber State
Weber State University (WSU) was founded in 1889, and has since developed into a major accredited
institution serving northern Utah and areas beyond, attracting American as well as international
students. WSU is an institution with a track record in innovation, meeting regional workforce and
economic development needs, collaboration, and strategic vision. Weber State is located in the
Weber/Davis Counties, which is the home of Hill Air Force Base (HAFB) and surrounding world-class
defense, aerospace, and advanced materials manufacturing industries. To support these industries, WSU
offers degrees in engineering, manufacturing, computer science, management of business information
systems, and an MBA program that emphasizes aerospace management.
July 1, 2021, Utah State Legislature will transition ownership of a 21,000 square-foot facility (USTAR
facility) to Weber State University, with the appropriate infrastructure to create a center for advance
materials and testing for northern Utah. The facility is located at the west gate of HAFB. The state of
Utah has identified critical economic clusters of advanced materials, aerospace and defense, and
outdoor products. By providing this facility to Weber State, the Utah Legislature expects WSU to offer
the same collaborative programming and partnership development it has successfully demonstrated
with its other economic development initiatives.
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Executive Summary
In October 2021, UAMMI published a landmark study on the U.S. challenges in aerospace
manufacturing 1. This business plan provides a blueprint for a meaningful solution: the establishment of
a new center of excellence, the Utah Aerospace Advanced Manufacturing Center (UAAMC) for
aerospace advanced materials and advanced manufacturing. Along with key stakeholders in the military,
government, academia, aerospace, and regulatory agencies, UAAMC will explore new ways of speeding
aerospace development while maintaining the extraordinary safety record of U.S. aviation.
A crucial element of this Business Plan will be to create a “sustainable” business model for UAAMC
whereby equity shares, along with license and royalty agreements, can be leveraged to repay
investments the center makes in innovative TRL level 1-9 projects. Up to $1 billion in funding, almost all
from the private sector, will be teamed with grants and funding from AFRL and other federal programs,
as will be explained.
The proposed structure for the $1 billion investment fund to sustain UAAMC is not novel. Federal loan
guarantee programs have been successfully used for decades to support projects solidly in the national
interest, but in need of credit
enhancement to lower risks of private
capital sources. This approach could be
implemented within one calendar year,
and in today’s environment with so
much funding available and public
attention for national infrastructure, the
climate is perfect to request such
support.
A key aspect of UAAMC will be its
collaboration with other entities. By
developing its capabilities through
national laboratories, government
Figure 1 - USTAR Innovation Center at Hill Air Force Base in Utah, a Weber
laboratories, private industry and
State Facility
academic partnerships, in particular with
Weber State University of Ogden UT, UAAMC will bring advanced disciplines and approaches to the
science and technology of composites, materials and processes. Weber State will host the UAAMC staff,
core talent and equipment at the USTAR Innovation Center located at Hill Air Force Base in Ogden, Utah
(Figure 1).
The year 2022 will be when UAAMC can be fully stood up. However this is an ambitious timeline, as
federal loan guarantees require specific enabling federal legislation, and private capital will be required
to complete the picture. With a great leadership team being formed now for UAAMC, the expectation
for success this year will be satisfied, through agreements between the P3 stakeholders.

1

Aerospace Manufacturing in the 21st Century: An investable plan for a Utah Center of Excellence for testing and qualifying
advanced materials for use in commercial and USAF aircraft. (October 2021) www.uammi.org
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Background
This section describes the crisis in aerospace manufacturing in the United States, and the role that a new
center of excellence can bring to address the country’s scientific, technological, and economic wellbeing.

Advanced High-Performance Materials
The recent acceleration of the North Korean, Russian and Chinese Military adoption of hypersonic
missiles technology has highlighted the organizational benefits of these countries as it relates to speed
of deployment of innovative technologies. While technology developments in cyber and software are
world class in the US, supported by private investment recognizing commercial applications, there are
currently challenges with private investment into advanced high-performance materials. While private
investment accelerates the development and adoption of cyber and software technologies, materials
development is sluggishly paced by government grant and contracting processes.
Many new high-performance materials are currently being developed at small and large companies,
funded by DoD grants, addressing defense applications. While these materials may be well suited for
DoD applications, many of these materials may have large commercial applications.
‘We will continue to
Unfortunately, due to the financial size of maturing these technologies, speed is
streamline processes
sacrificed to address cash flow.
Recognizing the need to accelerate technology development, the ‘Summary of the
2018 National Defense Strategy’ puts significant emphasis on accelerating the rate of
innovation and technology adoption. Two main defense department objectives
include:
•
•

so that new entrants
and small-scale
vendors can provide
cutting edge
technologies.’

2018 DoD National
Continuously delivering performance with affordability and speed as we change
Defense Strategy Summary
Departmental mindset, culture, and management systems; and
Establishing an unmatched twenty-first century National Security Innovation Base
that effectively supports Department operations and sustains security and solvency.

This new emphasis has been seen success with nascent technology companies in software and cyber
security applications due to the capital efficiency of these industries and the ability of private industry
and the investment community to see viable large scale financial outcomes. In the high-performance
material industries, due to the need for higher capital investment and longer business cycles, there is a
lack of private investment, meaning that both smaller and larger companies pace their development
activities to the speed of government funding.
Small and mid-sized companies have significant interest in their technology from contract work paid for
by the Air Force and other DoD entities. The size of these small companies and the need for expensive
equipment and talent does not allow for the speed of development needed for our national security.
While it is an option for these companies to raise funds through private equity markets, the risk and
timing for return are not so attractive with current investing business models. Many of these companies
have deep technology talent but may not appreciate how to determine the value of their technology or
know how to attract investments.
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We believe that a novel High Performance Materials Development Center, UAAMC, can provide the
following to accelerate technologies thru Technology Readiness Levels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Equity Mindset to Investing (with leveraged funds)
Networking and access to new technologies and their customers
Business Mentoring – identification of applications and markets for mulitple use technologies
Funding for Development based on Intellectual Property value
Centralized location expensive or new to industry equipment and talent
Networks of service providers and consultants
Pooled risk for technology development for OEM’s

Decline in Manufacturing Prowess
Over the past fifty years, the United States has suffered a decline in manufacturing prowess and
innovation that threatens the nation’s ability to maintain its role as a superpower and the world’s
leading economic power. In that time, manufacturing’s share of gross domestic product has shrunk from
27% to 12%. More dramatically,
between 2000 and 2010, nearly
six million U.S. manufacturing jobs
were permanently lost (Strachan
& Shahadi, 2021).
This comes at a time when near
peer competitors, most notably
China, are significantly enhancing
their manufacturing capabilities.
Such a disparity, especially
between rival nations, can have
catastrophic consequences. For
Figure 2 - Long-term Decline in U.S. Manufacturing Jobs
instance, when the COVID-19
pandemic started in the U.S. in
early 2020, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for medical providers (masks, gowns, goggles, face
shields, etc.), most all of which was imported from overseas, was in short supply in U.S. hospitals and
nursing homes. In 2018, China made 43% of the world’s PPE and 48% of all PPE imports to the U.S. were
from China. Moreover, 70% of U.S. face mask imports were from China (Brown. 2020). Fortunately,
China ramped up PPE production and sales to the U.S.; it could have chosen to do otherwise.
Other metrics tell the same story. The fixed capital investment of manufacturing (plant, equipment,
information technology, and so on) actually declined in the 2000s – for the first time since data
collection began in 1947. The U.S. manufacturing sector experienced a devastating decade between
2000 and 2010, from which it has only partially recovered 2. The decline is illustrated by several
measures: employment, investment, output, and trade.

2

What Economists Don’t Know About Manufacturing, William B. Bonvillian & Peter L. Singer, The American Interest www.theamerican-interest.com
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Employment: Over the past 50 years manufacturing’s share of gross domestic product (GDP) shrank
from 27 percent to 12 percent. For most of this period (1965-2000), manufacturing employment
remained constant at about 17 million; in the decade from 2000 to 2010 it fell by almost a third, to
under 12 million, recovering by 2015 to only 12.3 million. All manufacturing sectors saw job losses
between 2000 and 2010, with sectors most prone to globalization displacement, led by textiles and
furniture, suffering massive losses.
Investment: The fixed capital investment of manufacturing (plant, equipment, information technology,
and so on), actually declined 1.8 percent in the 2000s when adjusted for cost—the first time this has
occurred since data collection began in 1947. It declined in 15 of 19 industrial sectors and continues at
low levels.
Output: U.S. manufacturing output grew only 0.5 percent per year between 2000 and 2007, and during
the Great Recession of 2007-09 fell by a dramatic 10.3 percent. Even as GDP began to slowly grow again
(in what has been the slowest economic recovery in total GDP in 60 years), manufacturing output
remained flat and has only recently returned to pre-recession levels.
Trade: The decline of the U.S. manufacturing sector is made clear by its manufacturing trade deficit. In
2015 the United States ran a trade deficit of $832 billion in manufactured goods. In 2017 the total
included a $110 billion deficit in advanced technology products, a deficit that has been growing since
2002.

China moved from 5.7 percent of global manufacturing output in 2000 to 19.8 percent in 2011, passing
the United States as the world’s largest manufacturing power. Since then, the gap has widened further.
Manufacturing value-added in China totaled $2.56 trillion in 2012 compared with $1.99 trillion for the
United States. The U.S. share of world manufacturing value-added declined from 18.1 percent in 2010 to
17.4 percent in 2012, and the decline was primarily against China’s growing share. In the first half of
2016, China’s global exports in manufactured goods totaled $935 billion, 68 percent more than the $555
billion of U.S. exports; this is striking because in 2000, U.S. manufactured exports were three times
larger than Chinese exports.

The Advanced Air Mobility Sector
The manufacturing imbalance is
equally alarming in terms of defense
and commercial technological
capabilities, particularly in aviation. A
global race is underway for
technological superiority in future air
vehicle development, and sustainable
but secure supply chains protecting
the U.S. national interest are not in
place.
Within a few years, Advanced Air
Mobility (AAM) will radically
transform the movement of people
and cargo for both the commercial and Figure 3 - Advances in Composites, Distributed Propulsion, Batteries, Flight
Control Systems and Systems Engineering Make eVTOL a Reality
military sectors. This trillion-dollar
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industry is developing revolutionary aircraft—lightweight, quiet, and greenhouse gas-free—to expand
mobility by using underutilized airspace in dramatically new ways (Figure 3). AAM covers a wide range of
manned and unmanned aircraft including electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing (eVTOL) aircraft, electric
Short Takeoff and Landing (eSTOL) aircraft, fixed-wing electric aircraft, and drones. Defense
departments in dozens of countries will utilize AAM aircraft for surveillance, transportation, cargo, and
other strategic benefits vital to national defense. The market potential for each city that implements
AAM for civilian purposes alone is enormous.
In the U.S., the basic concepts behind regulations for new aircraft materials, such as the advanced
lightweight composites used in AAM aircraft, are half a century old. Antiquated regulations threaten to
hamper AAM development in the U.S., resulting in its aerospace sector losing the global race for
dominance to competitors such as China, which is currently deploying eVTOL aircraft in tests around the
world. While larger existing OEMs’s have the financial and infrastructure needed, smaller and faster
startups will need access to funds, talent and equipment to progress their AAM solutions to a successful
market launch.

High Temperature Materials
Due to recent advancement in hypersonics
and the need for materials to support
GBSD, there is a need for advancements in
the manufacturing capabilities of high
temperature materials. These materials
need to be developed to stringent
operating parameters as well as the for
the ability to manufacture with reliability
and within reasonable costs. The current
approaches to these technologies involve
equipment and testing resources that are
not readily available or economical for
smaller companies. A center that can
purchase this type of equipment as well as
Figure 4 - New materials designed to deal with hypersonic flight
to staff with those skilled to run and
conditions are in need of extensive validation testing.
maintain the equipment would be
valuable to technology development as
well as for small and larger companies.
Key aspects of high temperature materials include:
•
•
•
•

Need for lower cost processing methods – such as additive or molding processes
o Reduce cost
o Reduce part count
Increased capability for material/product process controls and inspection
Higher temperature capability
Reduced cost and lead time from bench to pilot scale
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Challenges are great however:
•
•
•
•
•

Specialized equipment needed for fabrication
Specialized human resources
Funding gaps for technology companies
Private Equity talent in materials and manufacturing space
Limited exit opportunities for material tech or aerospace companies

UAAMC would avail its assembled expertise, capabilities and new laboratories to address these
challenges.

Low-Cost Aerospace Manufacturing
A strong need exists for much
lower cost composites and
advanced manufacturing for
aerospace attritable vehicles.
Key aspects of Low-Cost
Aerospace Manufacturing are
itemized here:
•

•
•
•

Need for lower cost
processing methods –
such as additive or
molding processes
o Reduce cost
o Reduce part
count
Figure 5 - Swarms of attritable aircraft will become the next tool in the warfighter's
arsenal.
Lower cost fiber
materials
Increased capability for material/product process controls and inspection
Reduced cost and lead time from bench to pilot scale

Challenges are significant:
•
•
•
•

Specialized equipment needed for fabrication
Specialized human resources
Funding gaps for technology companies
Private Equity talent in materials and manufacturing space

UAAMC would avail its assembled expertise, capabilities and new laboratories to address these
challenges.

Dual Use Opportunities
In export control, "dual-use" refers to technology that can be used for both peaceful and military aims.
More generally speaking, “dual-use” can also refer to any technology which can satisfy more than one
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goal at any given time. Thus, expensive technologies that would otherwise benefit only civilian
commercial interests can also be used to serve military purposes if they are not otherwise engaged, such
as the Global Positioning System 3. In figure 6, carbon fibre has obvious dual use characteristics that
many people experience today – especially skiers, tennis players and other sports fields where light
weight, strong materials benefit practices.
A compelling dual-use industry, Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) promises to address critical needs in both
the military and commercial markets. The U.S. Air Force (USAF) has identified the need for low-cost,
high-production, limited-use, attritable
aircraft. Concurrently, America’s
communities and businesses, including
medical and package delivery firms, are
looking for solutions to the 21st
century’s challenges, which include
increasing productivity, overcoming
traffic congestion, and addressing rising
environmental concerns. These
stakeholders are willing to adopt the
new technology and acquire large
fleets of suitable vehicles to do so. New
AAM technologies can meet multiple
needs, but the effort will require
expeditious innovation and the ability
to qualify advanced materials and
advanced manufacturing for both the
Figure 6 - Dual use advanced materials such as carbon fiber structures are
military and commercial markets at
now prevalent
high volume.

Technological Capabilities of National Labs and Centers
The United States is replete with national laboratories and centers of excellence (COE’s) benefitting
from federal funding and resources to address a spectrum of supply chain challenges, including those in
advanced composites. Below in Figure 7 are the nine U.S. centers with whom UAAMC can identify
future R&D and development partnerships. NEXA and UAMMI performed a survey of capabilities of
these labs, along with other advanced materials centers in the public and private sectors, and below are
the key take-aways. We sought the perspectives of selected trusted executives to help guide and bound
the proposed activities of UAAMC. While the table indicates significant support by laboratories and
COE’s in various technologies, there is a need for more resources for the validation of new technologies
especially for TRL Level 6 and higher. In addition to equipment and talent being limiting factors,
financial resources are also often needed by smaller companies or riskier technologies.
It will be essential for UAAMC to offer capabilities that are complimentary with these existing centers,
and so that future partnerships across these laboratories provide best value for the sake of the U.S.
aerospace sector. While UAAMC will have a central location at Weber State University’s USTAR building,
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual-use_technology
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Various Private Industry OEM's
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Sandia
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Small Company USA
x
x
x
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OEM Industry
x
x
x
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x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Yes
Yes
Yes

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Yes
Yes
Yes

Corporate R&D Portfolio

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Government Has Insight into
Companies

x

Corporate Acquistions

x

Large OEMS

National Institute for Aviation Research

Boeing

x

Limited high temp
capabilities (>600 F)

x

General Atomics has Reactor
Composite Capability

Idaho National Labs

Active programs developing
hydrogen storage tanks

Air Force Research Laboratories

Spray Proccesing/Laser CVD

x

Metals is far along, working
on ceramics

x

NGC, Lockheed, et al

Attritable Aircraft (Scale-Up)

Oak Ridge National Laboratories/IACMI

America Makes

x

x
x

x
x

Bench/Scale-Up
Required

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

TRL >= 6

NASA Ames Laboratory
x
x
x
Yes
Yes

x
x
Yes
Yes

x
x
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Intellectual Property Mining

x

Licensing and Royalty Benefit
Maximization

National Laboratories and Centers of Excellence Relevant to UAAMC Mission
Private Capital Availability

AAM Ground Infrastructure
& Systems

AAM Component & System
Qualification Testing

High-Temp Component &
System Qualification Testing

x

Energy & Nuclear Structural
Materials R&D (Reactors)

Clean/Hydrogen Propulsion
Technologies

Additive Manufacturing of
Ceramics

Additive Manufacturing of
Metals

Automated Manufacture of
High Temp Composites

Non-Eroding/Non-Ablating
Materials/Penetrators (ScaleUp)

Automated Multifunctional
Composite Manufacture

Facility Name

Limited Motor Case A/C
Composites

UAAMC will also partner with laboratories, private industry and other COE’s for contracted activities as
projects determine the best location for talent and infrastructure that may already exist in the
community.
UAAMC Partnership Dimensions

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Production/No Gap

Figure 7 - National Laboratories and Centers of Excellence Relevant to UAAMC Mission
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Composite Materials Market and Opportunity Analysis
Composites and highly specialized ceramics and metals are now embedded in the trillion dollar market
for automobiles, commercial and military aircraft, drones and advanced air mobility platforms.
For aerospace, when qualifying a new material system from an existing material, the process can take up
to four years, but when dealing with an entirely new material the process takes as long as a decade. By
comparison, the automotive industry on average takes 18 to 20 months for a new metal; for a new
plastic or polymer composite this timeline decreases to around five to seven months (Modi, 2016).
Aerospace composites are made up of two or more constituent parts of plastic supported by high
strength carbon, glass or ceramic fibers. Composites help to strengthen the overall structure of aircraft,
provide fuel efficiency, and
improve overall flight
performance.
There are other
characteristics that
fundamentally separate the
products: the large
difference between the
size of the parts, for
instance, and the high
tolerances demanded by
aerospace assembly to
ensure safety.
Furthermore, there are
basic differences with
material systems and,
hence, manufacturing
methods. Aerospace is
moving from
predominantly aluminum
structures fabricated from
sheet and heavily
machined plate to
automated fiber placement
(AFP) of carbon fiber
Figure 8 - Composites Markets in US and Globally (Source: Grandview Research)
reinforced polymers
(CFRP). The automotive
industry still extensively uses stamped thin-gauged steel sheet and roll-formed steel frames with various
injection molded polymer parts. Aerospace uses fasteners, even for bonded joints between CFRP parts
and sections. Automotive, in contrast, consists mostly of spot welds robotically applied.
Another difference between automotive and aircraft manufacturing is the magnitude of failure if
something goes wrong. For aviation, the loss of an aircraft costs millions of dollars, and has the potential
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to cause equal damage if it crashes into something on the ground. For automotive, the scale is
thousands of dollars. There is also a greater potential for loss of life if a commercial aircraft fails than for
a car crash. The magnitude of failure drives the conservative approach. Remotely piloted or autonomous
aircraft with no people on board have a much lower risk level and therefore should have different
materials qualifications standards.
Some key features of the composites sector are:





The characteristics of composites, like temperature and chemical resistance, lightweight, high stiffness,
dimensional stability, and flex performance, among others, have made their use popular in various
aerospace components and structural applications.
Reduced maintenance, longer design life, fewer parts, and reduced tooling and assembly costs are
some of the reasons that drive the aerospace composites market.
The increasing investments in R&D of advanced composite materials by various aerospace companies,
like General Electric Company, The Boeing Company, and Airbus SE, are also supporting the growth of
the aerospace composites market.

Some major global producers of composites include (in alphabetical order):








Airbus
Boeing
DuPont
Hexcel Corporation
LMI Aerospace, Inc.
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Owens Corning









SGL Carbon
Solvay S.A.
Spirit Aerosystems
Teijin Limited
Toray Advanced Composites
Unitech Aerospace
VX Aerospace Corporation

The two countries most dominant in composites are the United States and Japan. Smaller composites
manufacturers run into the hundreds of companies, with over half located in the U.S. and are the
specific targets of UAAMC’s focus.

Military Segment
The Military Segment Dominates in
terms of the Market Share. The
military segment of the market is
expected to record the highest CAGR
during the forecast period. The
composites used in military aircraft are
lightweight, durable, and chemical and
temperature resistant (Figure 9). The
additional properties of composites
used in military aircraft are ballistic
and low detectability by radars. For
instance, carbon and glass fiberreinforced plastic laminates are used
in Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II in

Figure 9 - New USAF programs in areas such as swarm warfare, directed
energy weapons and attritable air vehicles will place high demand on the
latest composite technologies and manufacturing capabilities of the private
sector
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element, like vertical stabilizer, tailplane, flaps, and wings skin that account for approximately 40%
weight of aircraft. Military helicopter blades are also made of composite materials, which removes
weight. The development of advanced materials and composite fibers, which decrease the radar
detection rate of the aircraft, is expected to drive the growth of the segments.

Commercial Segment
North America is expected to remain the largest commercial market, due to the augmentation in enduser industries and the increasing demand for lightweight materials in the aerospace industry. The
growth is mainly driven by increasing consumption of aerospace composites in exterior and interior
parts in the
commercial and
military aircraft
(Figure 10). The
United States is the
largest consumer of
aerospace
composites, globally,
in terms of value and
volume, and is
expected to
strengthen its
position further
during the forecast
period. The growth of Figure 10 - the Jump to Composites at the Boeing Company (Source: New York Times).
the US aerospace
composites market is attributed to the presence of giant players, such as The Boeing Company and
General Electric Company, along with the establishment of several new composite manufacturing
facilities in the U.S.

Bottlenecks, Challenges and UAAMC Opportunities
The United States is not prepared to meet the high production rates for the AAM aircraft market need.
Advanced manufacturing processes to address both the military and civilian markets will require
significant testing for qualification and certification. The methods for manufacture, qualification,
certification, and advancements in the materials themselves, however, still rely on concepts first
developed over 50 years ago. At the time, these processes worked well for innovations of the 20th
century, and many advancements were subsequently made. The great challenge for the revolutionary
commercial AAM and military markets is to augment and enhance these methods to ensure world
beating U.S. products can enter the market at strategically critical times.
The commercial opportunities alone are staggering. Leading investment banks estimate the value of
AAM’s global totable addressable market at $1 trillion by 2040, assuming current policies. This increases
to $4.4 trillion if policy changes worldwide coincide with technological advancement. In the United
States alone, the sector could account for 280,000 jobs. USAF requirement is generally expected to be
10,000 attritable units annually after 2030.
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The top three challenges in aerospace composites are:





Speed of Innovation: U.S. composites companies, especially the smaller, resource constrained
subsector, hold tremendous promise to bring innovation to the entire aerospace sector.
The Cost of Materials qualification and certification: New facilities and laboratories UAAMC will provide
should offer unprecedented capabilities that will accelerate innovative products and processes finding
their way into downstream supply chains.
Limited Private Investment: Through new investment programs that UAAMC intends to bring to the
sector, qualified targets will benefit.

The role of UAAMC in dealing with these specific bottlenecks is the intent and focus of this business
plan.
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Vision, Mission and Strategy of UAAMC
The United States industry needs innovation and investment of at least $1 billion to bring advanced
materials and advanced manufacturing into the production and manufacture of the next generation of
USAF and commercial aircraft. To make this happen, this business plan anticipates the establishment of
a new center of excellence, the Utah Aerospace Advanced Manufacturing Center for aerospace
advanced materials and advanced manufacturing, as a consortium of stakeholders.

Vision
To revolutionize and accelerate methods of advanced materials development and qualification, driving
manufacturing readiness for America’s aerospace and defense supply chain.
UAAMC values integrity above all things and at all times as its cornerstone corporate value. This value is
enabled by additional elements of:








Integrity and Transparency within UAAMC and in the conduct of business with customers, agencies and
shareholders and the community.
UAAMC will continuously strive to be a Reliable and Trusted partner with the community, industries it
serves and the government and aerospace partners and team members.
To realize the UAAMC core mission and vision,
a Customer Oriented Service Delivery best
practice will drive key decision-making and
day to day operations.
UAAMC will be invested in its employees
through corporate best practices, while
ensuring that a strong Entrepreneurial Spirit is
ingrained in the fabric of the organization.
Collaboration across the DoD, National
Laboratories, Centers of Excellence, and
Private Industry

Mission
Through collaboration with stakeholders and
Figure 11 - Summary Statement of Vision, Mission and
partners, UAAMC will accelerate innovation in
Strategy for UAAMC.
advanced materials qualification and
manufacturing for the betterment of national
security. UAMMC seeks to jointly establish public-private partnerships between AFRL, UAMMI,
academia [Weber State], national laboratories, and private sector corporations, funded by public and
private sources. We will do this by designing a center structure with effective processes and resources to
stand the organization up in 2022.
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Strategy
With a carefully recruited executive team, and resources provided by the Utah Defense Manufacturing
Community and by Weber State University, the initial strategy entails these steps:












Create awareness of the importance of UAAMC to national security, Defense Innovation Unit (DIU),
USAF missions, and to craft a business plan capable of securing substantial private capital to underwrite
the new center’s activities.
Ensure the center is self-sustaining and adequately funded, making direct investments into private
sector advanced materials development at all Technology Readiness Levels.
Create XXX fund, that is 80% FLG and 20% PE
Partner with national laboratories, institutes and private sector facilities to increase collaboration on
high-value projects critical to national security.
Work with Utah’s Congressional Delegation for federal loan guarantees (FLG’s).
Secure private equity investors and partners needed to complete the federal loan process.
Complete a comprehensive business plan to address the needs of all stakeholders
Secure leadership for the new center, establishing ideal governance mechanisms for UAAMC to
flourish.
Enter into a broad-based agreement with Weber State University.

Identify a launch program with a minimum of five projects that can be the recipients of UAMMC future
funding, facilities, and partnerships.

Key Differentiators (UAMMC vs Other Labs)
To underscore UAAMC’s role within the national laboratory environment, and to ensure minimal overlap
with others, the key differentiators to emphasize will be:












Unsurpassed capital for investment including private investment, government grants and programs,
and other sources
Intensive technical focus on:
o attritable vehicles and aircraft
o high temperature/performance materials
o materials , components and systems level qualification testing
Business focus on licenses and royalties through commercialization of projects funded by UAAMC
capital
Utah location surrounded by industry (composites giants), customers (HAFB programs) and first-class
research institutions
Very strong support from DOD, DOE sponsors
Partnerships and collaboration with Laboratories, COE’s and Private Industry
Facilities and Talent of Weber State University
Utah Congressional delegation support
Strong support from Utah Governor’s offices
Etc.

Facilities and Strategic Partnerships with Other Centers
As shown in the Figure, the UAAMC Fund will be carefully structured so that investment will be tiered,
managed, and prioritized by TRL level and DoD Manufacturing Readiness Levels (MRLs) as well as
commercial likelihood. Modest funding would be made available, in partnership or coordination with
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USAF labs, for low TRL level projects. The majority of funding would go to mid-level and high-level TRL
projects. Equity positions, and/or royalties and license fees would be negotiated with partnering
companies to provide attractive 10-year royalty Internal Rates of Return (IRRs), likely in the range of 10%
or more.
Partnering companies proposing their financial needs would apply for funding. UAAMC will request in
advance royalty offtake agreements with manufacturing partners or customers. As shown in Figure 8,
eligible projects can attract UAAMC project funding at any TRL level.
Avenues for securing loan guarantees for UAAMC are plentiful. For example:




DoE. Through its LPO, the DoE has more than $40 billion in loans and loan guarantees available to help
deploy large-scale energy infrastructure projects in the United States.
DoD and DOT also have existing offices and current FLG programs such as the Transport Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program.
The recent infrastructure bill, the “Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act” can also be tapped.

Specific federal legislation approving the FLG will also be needed. (See Appendix B).
UAAMC will have adequate capital to undertake a mission to qualify and certify advanced materials,
including composites, suitable for rapid introduction into critical supply chains that the USAF ORBS
(military eVTOL), commercial
eVTOL, and AAM aircraft
developers are standing up.
UAAMC will tackle this head on,
deploying both private capital
and funding from AFRL
programs in the process.
Based on our analysis, more
than $1 billion will need to be
invested in projects ranging
from Technology Readiness
Levels TRL-1 through TRL-9 to
bring these new materials into
the production and
manufacturing of the next
generation of USAF and
commercial AAM. Through a
public private partnership (P3),
the plan will be to bolster AFRL
funding with private capital
sufficient to ensure a successful
project launch and long-term
Figure 12 - - UAAMC Fund Structured so that Investment Would be Tiered, Managed
outcomes in materials
and Prioritized by TRL Level. (Source: NASA).
qualification and manufacturing.
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The term “center of excellence” is precisely that. There is no regulation or official definition of a COE. A
generally accepted description is a team, facility, or entity that provides best practices research,
support. and/or training for a focus area. Those are exactly the activities that this paper advocates and
that UAAMC would provide. It is important to note that the support activities go beyond the remit of
entities such as institutes and research centers. UAAMC also differs from National Labs, whose activities
are defined by the Department of Energy.
the UAAMC Fund will be carefully structured so that investment will be tiered, managed, and prioritized
by TRL level and DoD Manufacturing Readiness Levels (MRLs) as well as commercial likelihood. Modest
funding would be made available, in partnership or coordination with USAF labs, for low TRL level
projects. The majority of funding would go to mid-level and high-level TRL projects. Equity positions,
royalties and license fees would be negotiated with partnering companies to provide attractive 10-year
Internal Rates of Return (IRRs), possibly in the range of 10% or more.
Partnering companies proposing their financial needs would apply for funding. UAAMC will request, in
advance, equity and royalty offtake agreements with manufacturing partners or customers. As shown in
Figure 12, eligible projects can attract UAAMC project funding at any TRL level.
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UAAMC Organizational Structure and Governance
We intend to stand up UAAMC as a Public Private Partnership, with a special purpose vehicle (“SPV”) at
the center of the business structure, as show in Figure 13 below. While technically a not-for-profit,
UAAMC will have as its central mission the maximization of investment returns to debt and equity
holders for a portfolio of investments made at various TRL levels.

Figure 13 - UAAMC will be a PPP Whose Mission will be to Accelerate the Advancement of Composites in U.S. Aerospace Supply Chains.

Role of Weber State University in UAAMC Facilities Management
As a significant partner in the Aerospace and Defense Community of Utah, and utilizing the USTAR
building as a starting point, Weber State University will offer the needed infrastructure and people to
manage the facility. WSU will provide the needed talent for engineering and operations of new and
developing processes and testing. By providing the needed supporting activities, such facilities
maintenance, security, IT, and other backend services needed for success, UAAMC can focus on its core
mission. UAAMC will have a broad-based agreement with WSU to ensure its funding, stability of talent
and resources.

Structure of UAAMC SPV
The proposed UAAMC Special Purpose Vehicle structure requires specific management and governance
considerations as it has a significant fiduciary responsibility to oversee investment of funds provided by
equity investors, with credit backing provided by the United States government. Entities doing business
with federal or state governments must establish strong governance processes, win public and
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stakeholder confidence, gain political support, attract needed investment, and build financially and
strategically viable organizations. The governance characteristics of the UAAMC will be designed to be
“best in class”, thereby enhancing long-term value, and therefore should include:




Oversight and Accountability: The presence of an engaged Board of Directors, representing investors
and key stakeholders, dedicated to compliance, fiscal integrity, and risk management. Key governance
considerations include clear authorities and physical separation of oversight functions from operational
functions, including finance, operational and administrative systems.
Structural Adaptability: The corporate structure will likely evolve over a number of years. A responsive
governance system should be flexible enough to meet changes in the supply chain, financial markets,
competitive needs, and customer demands.

Operating UAAMC and its SPV will require the typical functions of an investment fund, with staffing level
differences due to the unique nature of the projects to be financed and the diverse universe of
customers in the near and medium term (predominantly smaller to mid-sized companies either in the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) supply chain or aspiring to get there). The SPV’s top
management intends to direct and oversee all functions of UAAMC and manage its relationships with
equity investors, banks and lenders, portfolio customers, OEMs, supply chain providers, and regulators.
They will also be in charge of approving customer financing and licensing programs according to preagreed-upon and documented criteria, such as portfolio management and risk/return parameters.

Figure 14 - UAAMC Governance and Management Elements.

UAAMC Board of Directors
In general, the board makes decisions as a fiduciary on behalf of shareholders (funding sources) or in the
case of UAAMC, key stakeholders. Issues that fall under the UAAMC board's purview include the hiring
of senior executives, dividend policies, options policies, and executive compensation. In addition to
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those duties, the UAAMC board of directors is responsible for helping set broad goals, supporting
executive responsibilities, and ensuring the SPV has adequate, well-managed resources at its disposal.
The board of directors should represent both management and shareholder interests and include both
internal and external members. An inside director is a member who has the interest of significant
shareholders, officers, and employees in mind and whose experience within the SPV adds value. An
insider director is not typically compensated for board activity as they are often already a C-level
executive, major shareholder, or another stakeholder.
The board of directors of UAAMC will be established once it has become clear who the equity investors
are, and what other stakeholders holding the most impact are identified. For now, we have one
member for the following slate:

Tulinda Larsen, Chairman and Director
Dr. Tulinda Larsen is currently the Executive Director, Utah Advanced
Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI). In 2009 she founded
Skylark Services, LLC, which also operates as the dba Skylark Drone
Research. Skylark Services, LLC is an economic consulting company
providing research, white papers, studies, and litigation support
related to commercial manned aviation and Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs), especially large UAV and Urban Air Mobility market.
Dr. Larsen is an economist by training with an undergraduate and
masters in economics. Her doctorate is in airline operations. Through
her research, she has examined the operations of large and small
airlines. Dr. Larsen has been a practicing economist for more than 40 Figure 15 - Dr. Tulinda Larsen.
years. She earned her BA and MS in Economics from The George
Washington University and her Doctorate of Management from the University of Maryland Global
Campus.

Ravi Krovi, Director
Ravi Krovi is Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs at
Weber State University. As the university’s chief academic
officer, he is responsible for the administration and oversight of
all academic planning, instructional, research and innovation,
and student support functions central to the university’s
academic mission. Prior to joining the Wildcat community, he
served as the Dean of the College of Business Administration at
the University of Akron for ten years. Krovi has consulted with
businesses and government agencies in digital transformation,
business analytics, strategic planning, and technology. He has
also published extensively and presented at a variety of national and international conferences. Krovi
earned a doctoral degree in Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences and masters
degrees in Computer Science and Statistics from the University of Memphis, and a Bachelor of
Engineering from the University of Baroda, India.
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Non-Executive Advisory Board
It will be vitally important to design into the organization a stakeholder voice. This will be accomplished
through a Board of Advisors, with membership that includes experienced, competent individuals wellversed in the needs of both major stakeholders and the national security objectives.
The Advisory Board will be chosen so that it is comprised of a blend of luminaries familiar to investment
management, composites sector relevance, and to government and is expected to provide important
information disclosures to stakeholders and promote transparency, integrity, and fairness. Advisory
Board members will include individuals with strong ties to the global aviation, manufacturing, and
technology sectors with demonstrated experience working on behalf of public and private companies
and financial institutions.
The advisory board of UAAMC will be established once the corporate board of directors has been
formed.

Non-Executive Financial Advisor
NEXA Capital Partners is a boutique investment bank focused on the aerospace sector – applying
innovative finance, public private partnerships, corporate finance, M&A, private placements, and
financial advisory. In the area of P3s and at times Federal Loan Guarantees, NEXA is best known for
financing NextGen equipage, terrestrial and space-based ADS-B infrastructure for FAA, Iridium
Communications, and the like. NEXA has successfully secured
Federal Loan Guarantees for programs and has specialist capabilities
available for projects such as UAAMC.

Michael Dyment, founder and Managing Partner of NEXA Capital
Partners since 2007, supported this project with the development of
the business and financial structure. NEXA’s investment banking
projects have secured private sector funding for major capital
programs. Mr. Dyment has been a senior managing director,
partner, and principal with PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, with
Arthur Andersen LLP, and with Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc. He was
also an officer and vice president of the Transportation Practice of
A.T. Kearney, Inc. Mr. Dyment holds a Master of Science in
Figure 16 - Michael Dyment
Aeronautics and Astronautics from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and a B.Sc.Eng. in Geodesy and Geomatics from the University of New Brunswick.

UAAMC Management Team
UAMMI has begun to identify and recruit a founding executive team committed to its mission and
values, employing strong self-monitoring and risk reduction every step of the way. The UAAMC
management team positions are as follows:
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Executive Director and COO
Mr. Guy Letendre is currently Deputy Director of UAMMI. He is an experienced executive with proven
international operations, product development, and revenue
generating experience in Fortune 500 and entrepreneurial company
settings. Shingo Prize and PACE award winning expertise in the
management of research, development, and engineering
organizations, ranging from lifesaving airbag products to high power
wireless charging systems for the transportation industry provides
the needed broad technical expertise. In addition to
operations/financial management, his leadership in R&D mapping,
risk analysis, and product/process design for reliability will be
essential elements to ensure successful outputs of a new
technology from a manufacturing development center.
Executive level engineering, operational, and business development Figure 17 - Guy Letendre
roles in national and international settings for companies such as
Autoliv, Infinia, and Alexa Pharmaceuticals will provide the needed business and technical acumen to
develop and manage this important initiative.
Serving his community with director roles for organizations such as the Utah Manufacturing Alliance,
Visit Ogden, The Greater Ogden Athletic Legacy, Ogden Airport, the Utah Advanced Materials
Manufacturing Institute and as Honorary Commander for the 34th Fighter Squadron reflects his ability
to lead through purpose and collaboration.
Mr. Letendre has a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from Washington State University and an MBA from
Utah State University.

Vice President Finance and CFO
To be recruited.

Vice President Investment and General Counsel
To be recruited

UAAMC Advisory Committee
-

John Russell – AFRL
Ben Garcia – Northrop Grumman
Dave Ferro – Weber State University
Steve Black – Utah Manufacturing Extension Partnership
John Hopkins – IACMI
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UAAMC Center Capital Program and Financing
This section outlines a plan to establish the UAAMC Center capital program, including commitments
from stakeholders for debt and equity needed to ensure the launch of the Center.

Mechanisms of Federal Loan Guarantees
Central to the establishment of UAAMC will be secured commitments in the form of Department of
Treasury Federal Loan Guarantees (a “FLG” or “FLGs”) that can be exercised by the equity investors at
terms and conditions satisfactory to transaction entities.
News broke in the Summer of 2020 that the Crescent
By reducing the risks associated with certain types of lending,
FLGs are intended to influence lenders to make more credit
available in certain sectors of the economy and to aid
investors in obtaining that credit. Investors find the lessened
risks mean lower interest costs.
A loan guarantee is a contractual obligation between the
government, private creditors and a borrower—such as
banks and other commercial loan institutions—that the
Federal government will cover the borrower's debt
obligation in the event that the borrower defaults. However
this does not mean that the federal government will accept
undue risk. The success of loan guarantees across all federal
agencies points to the fact that the taxpayer has rarely been
caught holding the bag. The rules behind FLGs are the
reason why (Appendix B).
For UAAMC, consideration will be given to the risk profile
and structural elements of a program that, of necessity, will
make capital risk and preservation manageable. When
securing such FLGs, Congress will also impose specified risk
management criteria to do so.
Although there are many hard and fast rules for FLG access,
the most critical are:





Dunes solar project, a recipient of $737 million in U.S.
government-backed loan guarantees, had filed for
bankruptcy. When the project began construction in
2011, it represented a promising pathway to reduce
the costs of solar and demonstrate large-scale solar
deployment. By the time the plant finished
construction a few years later, the rapid drop in solar
panel prices had essentially rendered the facility
obsolete. Various technological challenges plagued
the project, and leaks in critical components forced
the plant offline in April 2019, a shutdown that
continues to this day.
Critics of the Department of Energy (DOE) loan
guarantee program have pointed to the project, and
other failures such as Solyndra and Fisker, as
evidence that the program is a poor use of taxpayer
funds. The Wall Street Journal blared that U.S.
taxpayers are “poised to lose up to $225 million”.
These arguments quickly fall apart, however, when
the loan program portfolio is analyzed as a whole,
and disappear entirely when the second-order impact
of the DOE loans are considered. Loans made under
the DOE program are profitable today, even with
these failures, and its efforts have jumpstarted new
sectors of the economy, creating many thousands of
jobs. The DOE should be making more of these
guarantees.
Brentan Alexander, Forbes, August 5, 2020

The administering agency must outline the federal
objectives the loan guarantee will achieve including whether the guarantee will serve the national
interest and also correct a market imperfection;
The Government’s guarantee will be a senior obligation; and
Specific enabling legislation with associated conditions of issue, signed into law, will be required.

The immediate need will be for the UAAMC sponsors to confirm that the FLG being applied for will find
the support of Congress and the responsible agency administering the FLG. So it will be important early
on to develop a risk assessment and risk management framework to guide discussions with policy
makers and legislators.
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Below is a high level three-phase blueprint with associated pathways and gates to successfully standing
up UAAMC.

Phases of UAAMC Stand-Up
Phase 1 – Assemble Sponsors and Secure Needed FLG Legislation
Importantly, the core organizing group (UAMMI personnel, NEXA advisors, Utah congressional advisors
etc.) will set up a process along with certain strategic and legal documents, incorporate a base entity,
and a process to achieve the needed FLG legislation. Any lobbying will only be performed by registered
lobbyists working for the group.















Prepare collateral materials: UAAMC business plan, briefings, supporting documents. Prepare report
discussing national security impacts and economic benefits that UAAMC can deliver. Develop
preliminary risk mitigation plan. Prepare preliminary analysis of congressional scoring impacts of said
FLG.
UAAMC Financial Model and Operating Agreement: Develop investment thesis. Prepare a financial
model along with a preliminary “Operating Agreement” for UAAMC to delineate obligations,
contractual or otherwise, with key entities. Weber State University (WSU) agreements and financial
elements will be further detailed.
Budget for and Incorporate SPV: Prepare a start-up SPV budget. This will ensure that a legal entity
exists that will be able to receive a small amount of stand-up funding, possibly from interested LPs, and
to pay for expenses such as consultants as well as travel costs. CAPEX commitments are identified for
the facility to be managed by WSU.
Identify and approach key state and federal stakeholders: Utah Defense Manufacturing Community
(UDMC), DoD Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) under the FY21 Defense
Manufacturing Community Support Program (DMCSP). As part of the UDMC Utah caucus, and others.
Specific congressional committees may be on the list.
Candidate UAAMC Investees: Identify a small number of potential TRL-level candidates through
sponsorships with Federal laboratories. Prepare Confidential Information Memorandum.
Identify and approach key private sector investors: this will include major A&D companies that may
have a strong interest in the establishment of UAAMC. Entities may include Northrop Grumman,
Hexcel, Lockheed Martin and several others. Financial investors having a potential interest will include
members of the “Defense Investor Network” organized by AFWERX and with whom NEXA is a member.
Secure “Memorandum of Understanding”: This will be a non-binding agreement also lining up the key
Federal sponsor, likely a DoD entity. The MOU should invite all stakeholders willing to put their names
up to assist the process. The MOU will aid in gaining committee approvals for draft FLG legislation.
Arranger Agreements and Investment Term Sheets: Again these will be non-binding agreements with
arrangers and investors. Initial funding can be secured as advances from LPs against a future closing.

Phase 1 should be declared satisfactorily completed when the project has the non-binding MOUs in
place, and the sponsors are only awaiting Congressional action on the FLG legislation.

Phase 2 – Secure LP Financial Commitments
If one assumes that the FLG legislation passes, and opens the door for UAAMC to apply for such a
facility, this phase stands up a partially funded UAAMC business


Stand-Up UAAMC: Finalize legal documents to begin small-scale operations of UAAMC.
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Arranger finalized: Work with Arranger through deal structuring and to support debt commitments,
secure TS
Financial Model: Finalize financial model and perform stress tests to better understand the effects of
certain exogenous factors such as black swan events.
Finalize LP investor documents: Prepare necessary documentation to secure firm investor
commitments.
FLG Application: Make application to the agency or department that is administering the FLG Program
(this will be determined within the legislation). Prepare for meetings with agency credit councils, OMB,
the Congressional Budget Office and others.
Secure External Lab and Center Agreements: Notable arrangements with AFRL and other federal labs
will be pursued and if timely, finalized.
Complete UAAMC Executive Staffing: Executive positions will be filled as needed within the SPV. These
include VP Finance, and other key positions. These positions may be identified and candidates chosen
under conditional commitment offers, subject to investment finalization.
Advance Candidate UAAMC Investees: More formal termsheets can be prepared, further clarifying
the investment amounts and other matters such as anticipated royalty payments.
Arranger Investor Process: The arranger will be in a position to secure binding commitments from the
candidate LPs. Stage to closing is finalized.

Phase 2 should be declared satisfied when the FLG application has been approved, and new funding
behind UAAMC can begin to be drawn down.

Phase 3 – Begin UAAMC Operations
The business of UAAMC begins. Phase 3 is defined as implementing business processes for UAAMC,
taking on early investment activities, and completing the new lab facilities that will be managed by WSU.
The executive team of UAAMC is also finally in place.

Equity Investment Risk and Considerations
An equity investment in UAAMC entails a high degree of risk, including the risk that a substantial
amount invested may be lost. Thus an equity investment is suitable only for sophisticated investors for
whom the investment thesis of UAAMC is well understood, an investment in the Fund does not
represent a complete investment program, and who fully understand and are capable of bearing the loss
of a substantial portion or even all of the capital invested in the Fund. Prospective equity investors will
be advised to carefully consider the risks involved in an investment in UAAMC, in determining whether
an equity investment in the Fund is a suitable investment.
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Appendix A – Acronyms

AAM
AFP
AFRL
AGATE
AMS
CFR
CFRP
CMH
DMCSP
DOD
DOE
DOE
DoE
DOT
EASA
eVTOL
FAA
FLG
GPS
IP
IRR
LPO
LPO
MAB
MMPDS
NASA
NCAMP
NIAR
OEM
OLDCC
OMB
P3
PCD
PLA
PLAN
PMC
PRC
QPL
SAE
SPV

Advanced Air Mobility
Automated Fiber Placement
Air Force Research Lab
Advanced General Aviation Transport Experiments
Aerospace Material Specifications
Code of Federal Regulations
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers
Composite Materials Handbook
Defense Manufacturing Community Support Program
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Design of Experiments
Department of Energy
Department of Transportation
European Aviation Safety Agency
Electric Vertical Take Off and Landing
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Loan Guarantees
Global Positioning System
Intellectual Property
Internal Rate of Return
Loan Programs Office
Limited Partner
Manufacturers Advisory Board
Metallic Materials Properties Development and Standardization
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Advanced Materials Performance
National Institute for Aviation Research
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (DOD)
Office of Management and Budget
Public Private Partnership
Process Control Document
People's Liberation Army
People's Liberation Army Navy
Polymer Matrix Composites
People's Republic of China
Qualified Product List
Society of Automotive Engineers
Special Purpose Vehicle
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sUAS
TC
TRL
UAMMI
UAS
UDMC
USAF
UAAMC
WSU

Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Type Certificate
Technology Readiness Level
Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative
Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Utah Defense Manufacturing Community
United States Air Force
Utah Aerospace Advanced Materials Center
Wichita State University
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Appendix B – Summary of OMB Guidelines for Federal Loan Guarantees

In Circular A-129, the Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) established Government-wide policies
for federal credit programs. See OMB Circular No. A-129, Policies for Federal Credit Programs and NonTax Receivables, 65 Fed. Reg. 71,212-01. The key guidelines are summarized below.
1. The administering agency must outline the federal objectives the loan guarantee will achieve. Include:
(a) whether the guarantee will correct a market imperfection or subsidize a particular group; and (b)
any existing and potential sources of private credit and why a subsidy is nonetheless required. Id. at
71,214.
2. The administering agency must explain why a loan guarantee is the most efficient way to achieve the
stated federal objectives. Id.
3. The administering agency must provide an estimate of the amount by which the distribution of credit
is expected to be altered and the favored activity is expected to increase. Id.
4. The administering agency must provide an estimate of the effect of the loan guarantee on the private
markets, attempting to minimize any such effect. Id.
5. The administering agency must provide an estimate of the loan guarantee level and administrative costs
of the program. Id.
6. A loan guarantee may not be issued for the purpose of guaranteeing federally tax-exempt obligations.
Id. at 71,214-71,215.
7. The guarantee should be for less than one hundred percent of the loan amount. OMB recommends
that the lender bear twenty percent of the risk of loss. Id. at 71,215.
8. Borrowers will pay interest and fees on the guarantee. Id.
9. The Government’s guarantee will be a senior obligation. Id.
10. The loan guarantee will be shorter than the estimated useful economic life of the equipment. Id.
11. The interest rate will be set with reference to a benchmark Treasury security with a maturity similar to
the loan guarantee. Id.
12. Loan agreement documentation shall be in accordance with private sector requirements. Id. At 71,216.
13. Loan guarantee agreements will contain standard commercial terms. Id. at 71,215.
14. The borrower may pledge collateral to reduce the credit subsidy amount. Id. at 71,216.
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Appendix C – Investible UAAMC Projects
Below are example projects that highlight the value of the UAMMC.
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Appendix D – SWOT Analysis
Organizational Strengths
-

-

-

-

-

Network
o DoD AFRL, AFNWC, AFMC, DIU, etc
o Industry – Lockheed, Boeing, NGC, etc.
o Labs – INL, ORNL, NIAR
o Emerging technology suppliers (UES, Universities, Industry)
Flexible Operational Footprint
o Weber State University – USTAR Building
o Labs (NIAR, INL, AFRL, etc.)
o Universities
o Private Industry
Funding & Speed
o Support DoD initiatives
o Leverage Fund Owned equipment
o Leverage Fund Network for talent
o Increased budgets in Hypersonic Technology
Private Equity Mindset
o Develop holistic business case for technologies
o Drive speed and efficiency
o Create partnerships
o Private money at risk
o Business acumen
‘Cost plus revenue’ for early-stage revenue opportunities

Weaknesses
-

Equipment footprint requirements
Operating budget
Security Clearances (for due diligence)
Long business cycle for revenue associated with investments
Potential limited market for materials
ITAR Restrictions

Opportunities
-

Identified projects
Need for speed in high performance materials
Need for speed in qualification capacity
2018 National Security Strategy to focus on innovation
o In technology - faster
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Threats
-

o Business practices
 Lower barriers
 Smaller companies

Ability to fund equipment over multiple projects
Retaining talent over multiple projects and gaps
Restrictions on markets for high performance materials
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